
Nuclear Medicine: Quality Contro1 Equip Πlent

Flood Phantom ATWB Shielded
Positioning ⊂ arts Transportation Cart
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: Ensure precise, stable and reproducible positioning of

FP ∏ood phantoΠ 1s in relation to gaΠ1Ina canleras

::::: The trestles are Inobile and handling is easy

::::: Three standard solutions are available

Because of their substantial weight including water

Fllling, especially the large ∏ood phantoms require an

appropriate Inobile device fbr precise and reproducible

positioning˚

Model PW67S :

The PW67S positioning cart is a Ililobile trestle with frame

for positioning the ∏ood phantoln Π1odel FP67S in rela—

tion to the Philips galnHla calneras types PRISM 1500,

AX工 S, 工R工X, Forte and Skylight, the Sielnens gallillna

caHleras types E● Caln and Sylnbia and the Mediso gaHlma

callileras types X— Ring R and X—Ring C.

Modd APW1 :
The APW I positioning cart is a Inobile trestle with 3 mn1

lead shielding fbr storage and positioning of the FP65

Πood phantoln in relation to Philips galnma caΠ leras types

PR工SM 1000 and PR工 SM 2000. The GR65 holding flame is

required to operate the phantoln in coHlbination with the

Inodel APW1.

Model HR65 :

The HR65 holding fraHle is an econolnic alternative t0

the APWI Inodel to position the FP65 ∏ood phantoln in

relation to Philips galnnla caΠ leras types PRISM 1000 and

PRISM 2000˚

other types of gamlna calneras require individual solutions.

order요 ng 工nforIIlation

L991215 Positioning cart Inodel PW67S

L991216 Shielded positioning cart Inodel APW 1

L991217 Holding fralne nlodel GR65 for APW 1

L991218 Holding flalne Inodel HR65
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 Stores ∏ood phantolns with radioactive Fllling for

shielded decay after use

'●

●· Includes two colnpartΠ lents for sinlultaneous storage

0f up to two 且ood phantoHls of any type

ㅏ Charging and discharging can be done floIIl top and

floΠ 1 one side.

The shielded transportation cart ATWB is used fbr easy

transportation and radiation— protected storage of up to

two 且ood phantonls of the FP 且ood phantoHl series.

Phantonls up to the size of the FP67S ∏ood phantom can

be stored after use●  This keeps the F11ling in the 且ood
phantolns and the radioactive test isotope can decay over

tilne. The elnptying and reFllling of the Πood phantoIIls

are avoided. The interior space of the cart is divided into

tWO CoIIlpartments by a dividing wa11, ensuring that the

묘ood phantoms cannot damage each other in case of dou—

ble load. Charging and discharging can be done floln top

af˙ter having opened the cover ∏ap as well as laterally after

having opened the side door˚

The cart is equipped with a 3 H1Π 1 lead shielding in a11

directions. This is destined fbr saf는  storage of 且ood phan—

tolns with radioactive F11lings that have not decayed yet˚

Large castors Πlake the cart easy to H10ve˚ The weight is

approx. 95 kg.

ordering Inforlnation

L991214 Shielded transportation cart Hlodel ATW3
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